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SUPPLEMENTAL BRIEF FOR APPELLEE.

In' opening we re-assert the proposition heretofore

made in our j&rst brief that there is such a conflict and



maze of errors, discrepancies and misunderstandings in

the evidence in this case as to where the appellants^ Dave

Lewis Hope, or Mizpah Intersection claim was located

and whether it overlapped the Ivanpah, that a deduction

cannot be drawn that will entitle appellants to a reversal.

The only monument of the alleged Dave Lewis Hope

claim which has been definitely located in this case, was

the discovery monument thereof which we claim was

proven to be on the apex of Mt. Oddie. The appellants

failed entirely to locate any of the other monuments of

their alleged claim, or to locate a claim at all.

Counsel quote freely from the testimony of Mr. Mc-

Cune to prove that certain other monuments had been

indicated to him by Dave Lewis as belonging to his claim.

An examination of the testimony of McCune will show

that the only monument he actually saw was the location

or discovery monument. (307.)

We would like to call to the attention of the Court, in

addition to the quotation of counsel on page 9 of their

supplemental brief, the following from the testimony of

McCune

:

*^Q. This stake that he told you was the south cen-

ter was down there on the Mizpah ground, wasn't it?

*VA. No, I didn't see that stake, the corner stake;

I saw there was three monuments; according to our

measurements, it lapped over.

^'Q. Did he claim one of these stakes as his?

**A. No, sir, he says, 'there is my stake up there,

that is my corner monument.' I didn't go up, there

were three monuments there * * * (312.)

*'Q. You have spoken about these three monu-



ments, were these three monuments that Lewis point-

ed out to you on a knoll or in a draw?
''A. In a gulch. * * *

**Q. What did Lewis say about these three stakes?

*^A. He says, Hhere is my corner monument,
up there, '. that is all.

^^Q. THE COURT—As I understand the witness,

there were three stakes there, and one of them was
pointed out as his monument, not that all three were,

but one of them.

''A. That is right.

''Mr. METSON—I just wanted to know if he des-

ignated any particular one of these three ?

''A. No.'^ (322-323.)

AYhether a southeast corner or a northeast corner was
'

' up there '

' the witness did not state.

We must take exception to the bald statement made by

counsel in their supplemental brief on page 11 thereof,

that the photograph (Plaintiff's Exhibit 3, page 599),

when taken ''shows the discovery monument 'C. A.' and

"all the stakes of the Dave Lewis Hope on the west slope

"of the hill," and especially to that part thereof desig-

nating the discovery monument as located on said exhibit

as " C. A. '

' The discovery monument was pointed out on

said Exhibit 3 (page 599), by Mr. Ish, and designated

as "C. A. 1, '^ and is the only " discovery monument'' of

the Dave Lewis Hope proven to exist on this trial.

In this connection we beg to call the attention of

the Court to the following excerpts from the testi-

mony, more especially that of Carr, Caper and Porter.



Carr testified that he located the Dave Lewis Hope on

August 26th, 1901, in company with Dave Lewis, about

forty-five or fifty feet north of the North Star shaft, and

did his location work ** right alongside of this monu-

ment." (65-106.) Upon the trial a diagram was drawn

on the blackboard, denominated throughout the trial as

the Carr diagram, and in constant use by plaintiffs, upon

which his discovery monument was designated thereon

by Carr as *^ Point 1.''

Caper also testified that the location work was done

within three or four feet of the location monument. (132.)

Porter was examined in reference to this diagram as

follows

:

**Q. What is the point on the Carr diagram mark-
ed No. 1?

'^A. I didn^t draw that Mr. Metson. * * *

**Q. I am asking you about that point 1 on the

Carr diagram; was there a monument at that point

on the Dave Lewis Hope claim?

A. I did not see one there. (208-9.)
a

Again, he testified that he had made a survey with Mr.

Vaughan and they put in the stakes on the claim when

they made the survey, a few days after May 17th. (196.)

''A
-Q
'^A
-Q
'^A

'^A

Who carried the stakes?

I did.

Who marked the stakes?

I did.

In whose handwriting were they?

In my handwriting with indelible ink.

All nine of them?
Yes, sir. (197.)"



Further, while testifying to the location of the various

monuments of the original Dave Lewis Hope (p. 184),

the following occurred:

^^Q. Did you see any location monument?
*^A. No, sir.

''Q. Then all you saw was eight monuments?
**A. Yes, sir.''

While on page 210, he testifies as follows

:

^^Q. When you put in your posts, did you displace

those posts (the original Dave Lewis Hope posts) ?

^*A. / put them right in the same places.

^*Q. Did you take out the old ones?

**A. No, sir.

* ^ Q. When you put in your stakes ?

^ ^ A. Put mine right in the side of them.
**Q. You didn't displace them?
*^A. No.
*^Q. You left the attachment papers there when

you put your posts up in May?
^*A. Yes, sir."

Prior to this testimony. Porter had stated that he had

seen two attachment notices, one on the south center post

of the Dave Lewis Hope, as indicated on the Carr dia-

gram, by himself and Mr. Carr, and the other on the

ridge of the hill marking the latter ^^C. A." on the photo-

graph, and now designated in counsel 's brief as the '
' dis-

covery monument." This was as late as April or May,

1902. (207-209.)

It will be remembered that Mr. Golden testified to see-

ing the discovery monument of the Dave Lewis Hope up



on tlie apex of Mt. Oddie, a little west of the apex, in

March, 1901, and that there was a torn attachment paper

on it. (453-4-5.)

While Salsberry testified that at the time Mr. Vaughan

was doing some work for Mr. Porter, perhaps in May,

when he was making tlie survey testified to by Porter

(196), he again saw the Dave Lewis Hope discovery

monument where he had seen it originally, and he looked

to see if the original location notice was still there, and

found it there.

*^Q. Anything else that you noticed?

^*A. It seems to me there was another notice on
there partly torn off, now I understood what that was,

but I never read it (345) * * i think it was a square

sheet of foolscap perhaps and it was partly torn off,

just a few remnants left there; I could not swear to

that fact.

*^Q. Fastened how or on to what?
* * A. I think it was nailed on to this 4x4.
^^Q. What 4x4?
*^A. Dave Lewis Hope monument; discovery

monument was up on the top of the apex of Oddie
Mountain. (347-8.) '^ Indicated on Complainants'
Exhibit No. 3 (247-599.)

There is not one word of testimony at pages 172, 203

and 207 cited by appellants in their brief to the fact that

Point * ^ C. A. '

' on the photograph was the location monu-

ment of the appellants. Porter had testified definitely as

herein before shown that he had never seen a location

monument of the claim; that all he had seen was eight

monuments although he had placed nine right in along-



side of Carres, and tlie only testimony in relation to the

point indicated by him on the photograph as ' ^ C. A. '

' was

that he had seen an attachment paper on a monument

up on the ridge.

The testimony clearly shows that in March, 1902, the

discovery monument of the Dave Lewis Hope still con-

tained the location notice, and also an attachment paper,

and as late as May, 1902, according to Salsberry the loca-

tion notice was still there and what may be conceded to

be the attachment paper referred to throughout the trial.

"While Booker, the U. S. Surveyor, testified that he saw

that location notice there as late as October, 1903.

(492-3.)

It is impossible to reconcile the testimony of Porter.

He testified that he saw in November, 1901, (157), the

cut sworn to by Carr to have been made in August, 1901,

right along side of his location monument, (65-106),

whereas it must be pretty certain that Carr made no cut

at all. And yet his testimony as hereinbefore set forth

was that he never did see a location or discovery monu-

ment. (184.) Thus Porter says at one place that he saw

all nine monuments (197), which number must include

the discovery monument, and again at page 157 that he

saw Carr's cut right alongside of Carres discovery monu-

ment
;
yet again that he did work in May, in this same cut,

and again that he only saw eight monuments (p. 184).

Taking the testimony of Porter that he had seen a

monument on the ridge with an attachment paper in it,

although he had never seen the location monument, and
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considering it in view of the testimony of Carr, (65-

106), Caper (132-6), that there was a location monument;

and of the testimony of Ish (223), Ray (277), McCune

(307), Salsberry (324), Harris (382), Davis (413), Gol-

den (454), Ramsay, (471), Booker (492-3); all of whom
located such monument at the apex of Mt. Oddie with

the location notice contained therein, there is only one

conclusion to be arrived at, either that Porter did not

see any monument as testified to by him, or saw the mon-

ument containing the location notice that was located

upon the apex of Mt. Oddie by the testimony of the wit-

nesses herein enumerated.

And so far as the assertion made by appellants in their

brief that the testimony of Dr. Hudgens was corrobora-

tive of the evidence of said photograph, (p. 599), we fail

to see that it does other than flatly discredit it.

Porter testified that Point * ^ P. '

' was the southeast cor-

ner, *^C.'^ the southwest corner, and *^T.'* the west center

post as indicated by the photograph (172-303). Dr. Hud-

gens had testified to seeing two (2) monuments marked

Mizpah Intersection away over on the Silver State, some

time in 1902, one on the Silver State marked the S. W.

corner of the Mizpah Intersection and the other in an

easterly direction towards the line of the G. & H. tunnel

marked S. E. corner of tlie Mizpah Intersection, and that

'
' at the places where these monuments were erected there

had been no monuments prior to May 4, 1902'' (449-451).



He was shown the complainant's exhibit 3, the photo-

graph, and was asked the folowing question

:

**Q. Would you say that the points indicated by

*P./ 'T.,' and 'C were approximately the position

of the po^t that you saw?
**A. No, sir; as I understand this (the photo-

graph) this is way over to the north side line of the

N. E. corner of the Mizpah claim in the way it appears

to me, on those maps and from the slope of the hilL '

'

(453.)

What he testified to as quoted in appellant's supple-

mental brief (p. 12), was but his understanding and by

the witness designated as hearsay, and was qualified by

his answer to the questioning of the Court as follows

:

<*THE COURT—What you know of your own
knowledge, as to the lines, or location or situation?

^ ^ A. I don 't know a thing, only what I had heard,

and I had reasons for not knowing which I could de-

tail if necessary.

THE COURT—I do not think it is necessary; just

the fact." (452.)

We reiterate that there was an utter failure to locate

any of the monuments or boundaries of the Dave Lewis

Hope save the solitary discovery monument which we

proved was up at the apex of Mt. Oddie. No other mon-

uments were identified. There was a reference to a stake

that was down on the Mizpah ground, but that never was

definitely proven as belonging to the Dave Lewis Hope

claim. In attempting to locate one of the stakes of the

Dave Lewis Hope down on this ground, Carr indicated
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the East center post of the Mizpah at Point 12 on his

diagram on the black board, while Porter indicated it at

an entirely different point in said diagram designated

as Point 10 thereon (200-201, 247). We submit an ex-

amination of the record taken as a whole leads to the

conclusion that that stake was a Mizpah stake, and

Mizpah and Mizpah Intersection were confused.

While Carr had testified that he built nine monuments

(65), Caper testified that he didn't know where Carr's

monuments were, that he didn't know where he went with

Mr. Carr on the ground with reference to the North Star

shaft (131, 136).

Porter stated that he saw but eight monuments (184.)

Ish testified that he never saw these monuments, that **he

* ^ saw no stakes on that part of the hill, except the Corona
^

' stakes which was a claim that runs northwest and south-

^

' easterly and lay in at the bottom of the hill which would

^ ^ be at the southwest of the present location of the Ivan-

^^pah; there was a stake or two in there near the corner

*^of the Mizpah northeast comer." (235.)

Salsberry went clear over the ground and found no

monuments. (324.)

Oddie testified that he never saw any of the Dave

Lewis Hope monuments at all during the year 1901, al-

though during that time he walked round the vicinity

daily. (359.)

Harris saw only a stake on the Mizpah claim marked

Mizpah Intersection, in addition to the location monu-
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rnent pointed out by Davis up on the apex of Mt. Oddie.

(386-8.)

Ray testified that he went a thousand feet to the south-

east of the location monument of the Dave Lewis Hope

and found no monuments. (278.)

Dr. Hudgens testified that he knew of the two monu-

ments being erected in the summer of 1902, but prior to

May 4, 1902, there had been none. (449-50-3.)

Golden testified that the location monument was the

only one he ever saw (403), while Ramsey also testified

that he never saw but the one post, the location monu-

ment. (474.)

The Ivanpah claim had been surveyed by Mr. Booker

but the survey and maps had been burned with the rest

of his fieldnotes in one of the Tonopah fires. (493.) So

we had no map to offer and appellants offered none

other than the small plat which is attached to the record,

(pp. 514-515.)

The Dave Lewis Hope claim was illustrated by a dia-

gram on the blackboard called the Carr diagram while

the Ivanpah was also illustrated by a similar diagram.

In using these diagrams the following took place up-

on the examination of Ish

:

^^Q. Assuming that the white lines as made by Mr.
Carr are the lines of the Dave Lewis Hope claim,

where would the dump made when you were going
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back and forth to Weepah be, inside those white lines

or outside them?
^ ^ A. Using this as a basis 1

^'Q. Using the white lines as a basis, was the work
inside of the white lines or outside, not using the dia-

gram in blue (the Ish diagram) at all?

* ^ A. Well, I have got to think. I believe it would
be clear outside of their lines.

^^Q. About how many feet would it be from the

point where you found the Carr notice 1

^^A. Well, the Carr notice was found on top of the

ridge at this point ^1/ that is I assumed that in mak-
ing this map, that that is the point marked ^1^ and I

made this to start on, using this as a starting point.
^ ^ Q. Using that as a starting point how far outside

or inside of the westerly side lines of the Dave Lewis
Hope claim would that dump be?

*^A. It would be well without it.

^^Q. About how many feet?
^ ^ A. Why, I should say not less than between fifty

and one hundred feet.

^^THE COURT—Not less than fifty or one hundred
feet outside the line?

**A. I think so; using this point here at which the

Dave Lewis location notice was posted." (225-6.)

Salsberry testified that taking the location monument

of the Dave Lewis as seen by him up near the apex of Mt.

Oddie and laying the location out on the ground accord-

ing to the notice on said monument, the cut made by Mc-

Cune would be outside the lines of that location. (349.)

x\nd further testified that taking the location monu-

ment of the Dave Lewis Hope as testified to by him and

laying the location out on the ground in accordance with

said notice, that the cut done on the Ivanpah by Ray
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would be well outside of the Dave Lewis Hope claim;

that it would be fully 450 feet from said cut to their mon-

ument. (349-50.)

Again Ish testified that the cut that he saw in Febru-

ary made by McCune had no ledge or vein.
^

' It was
'* simply a streak in the rhyolite discolored with manga-

^'nese of which there are a number and they showed

*' along the road, at the cut of the road leading up to the

^^ North Star.'' (p. 269.)

* ^ Q. Counsel was asking you about the place where
Mr. Ray worked, being in line with the work that you
say was done in February in this cut, will you please

explain to the Court and state whether or not that

work in the cut was on the course of your vein where
Mr. Ray did the work?

^^A. No, it is not on the strike, not at all; the cut

is not on the strike of the vein that I did the work on
the Ivanpah at all.

**Q. If the place where Lewis did the work then in

February is—it is a parallel vein some distance off,

then?
'^Q. How far off?

*^A. It would be a difference—they would diverge

at probably a hundred feet or more and continue to

diverge as they went north. * * * (271.)

Here the witness pointed out on a large photograph

(not in the record), the North Star working shaft, also

the Ivanpah work location shaft (indicating.)

^^THE COURT (referring to the Ivanpah work
location shaft)—About how many feet west of the

North Star shaft?
** A. Oh, I should say about 400 feet, maybe a little



bit more and the location monument of tlie Dave Lewis
Hope is up there (indicating).

**THE COURT—That would be about how far and
in what direction from the North Star?

* * A. That would be north and east, quite a varia-

tion from north over to the northeast and it would
probably be 450 to 600 feet, some place there, I don't

know just how far.

**Q. In the neighborhood of five hundred feet?

**A. Yes, it lays over the hill, probably more than
500 feet measured up that way.

''Mr. METSON—Can you show the point where
the stake was?
.

'

' A. Yes, I can show the location of that stake, that

is the last lease that took out ore, right there, it is

right behind that (indicating).

''THE COURT—AYhat does this indicate? (point-

ing.)

"A. That is the Montana.
" Q. About how many feet east of the Montana ?

"A. The nearest location to any point is the assay
office of the Tonopah companj^, and from there up to

there would be about 250 feet. I am approximating
that also.'' (273-4.)

So Booker who had made the survey of the Ivanpah

for patent, testified:

" Q. Taking the easterly side lines of the Tvanpah
as laid by you on the ground for patent in this mat-

ter in this application, was or was not this monument
(the Dave Lewis Hope previously testified to by him)
west or east of the east sid0 line of the Ivanpah?
"A. It was east.

"Q. About how far?

"A. "Well, I should judge from 150 to 200 feet.''

(493.)
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No one can fail to appreciate the difficulty before this

Court in arriving at a solution of the facts involved in

this case from the conflict of the testimony shown by the

record before the Court.

We have not heretofore called its attention to the con-

flict of tlie testimony in relation to when the preliminary

discovery work was done by Carr and Lewis. While

Carr testified that he together with Lewis did this work

in August, 1901, (65), and Caper testified that he saw

the cut in October of that year (131), Porter also swear-

ing that he saw it in November (157), yet, as conclu-

sively proven from the testimony of Ish, (221), Ray

(280-281), McCune (305-6), Salsberry (325-6), Curtis

(353-4), Oddie (359), Harris (383), Golden (455), Ram-

say (469-73), no cut was made by them until February,

1902.

Judge Hawley was fully alive to the difficult con-

ditions of the case, but he was in a better position than

this Court, for he was aided by the opportunity given in

the examination of the witnesses to observe their method

of testifying and also by the diagrams on the blackboard

made by both parties, as well as by larger photographs

which do not appear before this court.

Judge Hawley stated on the trial, referring to an at-

tempt to locate the southwest corner of the Dave Lewis

Hope

:

'^You cannot tell where the corners are unless you
assume it. There is no survey and no maps, and you
will have to assume it if you run it at all. The courses
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and distances have not been defined in any other way
except upon the assumption that it starts in a certain

place. I see no way of proving either one of the claims

by any definite testimony. A map would help the wit-

nesses materially in the testimony. We would have
something as a basis to go on and I have been liberal

in this for the reason that I did not see any other way
of getting at it in the way presented.*^ (301.)

The Ivanpah claim was presented to the Court by

means of these diagrams, the boundaries and corners as

they were marked on the ground being indicated by Ish

on the black board (225). We showed a discovery on

October 10, 1901 (212, 213, 215), erection of our dis-

covery, and other monuments and boundaries marked

before December 31, 1901 (216, 219, 220) ; necessary pre-

liminary work between December 1 and 15, 1901, consist-

ing of a cut four feet wide run into the hill and cutting

the vein at a depth of ten feet, fully 11 or 12 feet from

the top of the cut as it extended down to the bottom of

the cut, the cut being somewhat of an adit (216-252)

;

recordation of certificate of location with the District Re-

corder and County Recorder (253) and the recordation

of the amended certificate of location (538-9-40). We
also showed that $500 worth of work had been done on

the claim in June, 1902, and up to the time of the trial

that over $70,000 had been expended thereon in develop-

ment work (390).

We come now to a discussion of a branch of the case
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where appellants attack Judge Hawley^s opinion in hold-

ing that the first location notice or certificate of Ish is

sufficient in law. Appellants made a technical attack up-

on tlie Ish certificate, but we contend they are ** hoist by

their own petard. '
^ If our first notice is insufficient, then

tested by the same formula their final certificate is clear-

ly defective.

Counsel in their supplemental brief (page 44), in dis-

cussing our criticism of the fact that appellants* dis-

covery shaft on their alleged claim as designated in their

amended certificates of location is located at hvo different

points on the same claim at a distance of three hundred

feet apart (see appellee *s opening brief p. 18-19), invite

the attention of the Court to page 169 of the record stat-

ing that it will be there found that the *

' original certifi-

cate reads'' (quoting) and that the ^ Aforegoing is the or-

*4ginal certificate (164), and the word shaft was changed

*'to monument before the certificate was recorded.''

(166.)

The two copies certified from tlie office of the County

Recorder and the two certified copies from the office of

the District Mining Recorder show the word shaft. All

interlineations in the so-called original type-written doc-

ument are in ink save and except this one word that Port-

er says he changed by indelible lead pencil before record-

ing. The County Recorder might make a clerical error,

so might the District Mining Recorder, but is it possible

that they both at different times made exactly the same

error in substituting shaft for monument at the precise
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place in the same writing, or is this only another mani-

festation of Porter's elasticity as a witness?

Every presumption is in favor of the correctness of a

transcript taken from an official record and certified to

by the legal custodian thereof.

Counsel for appellants argue that they have substan-

tially complied with the requirements of the Nevada

statute relative to a description of the corners of the

claim, in their amended certificate. We think an examin-

ation of the said certificate will show that tliey have not

even attempted to comply with the statute in this respect,

as we understand it. While we are not inclined to be

technical on the point that certificates of location as re-

corded must literally comply with the statute, yet a lit-

eral compliance and no compliance at all in this respect

are two different conditions. It can hardly be contended

that the legislature in providing that the dimensions of

monuments to be used in marking the corners of a claim

meant that there should be an entire disregard of its pro-

visions and that instead of conforming thereto substan-

tially, no conformance at all was necessary, as would ap-

pear to be the contention of appellants if we are to con-

sider their argument in relation to the conditions exist-

ing in their certificate.

If the legislature did not intend that the provisions of

the statute should be followed, why designate the size of

the posts or stones to be used and the manner in which
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they were to be placed? Why not simply say a post or a

stone, leaving to individual judgment the size or dispo-

sition thereof in the ground ? Statutory enactments must

be reasonably supposed to mean what they in plain terms

express and especially is this so where, as in the statute

under discussion, there is absolutely no room for con-

struction.

^^ When a post is used it must be at least four inches

square by four feet, six inches in lengtli, set one foot

in the ground, with a mound of stone or earth four

feet in diameter by two feet in height around the

post. * * *'' (Sec. 209 as amended in 1901, Cut-

ting's Compiled Laws, Nevada.)

And we take it that the description referred to in Sec-

tion 213 of said Compiled Statutes must be such a de-

scription as substantially conforms to the above provis-

ions of the statute as amended in 1901. If the statute

requires a description of an object in one instance, and

it is already provided in another section of the statute

relf.ting to the same subject, of what that object shall

consist, giving its size and dimensions and how it shall be

placed under certain conditions, no other deduction can

be dra^vTi than that the two statutes must be considered

as being in pari materia, and construed together.

Appellants have made no attempt to describe their cor-

ners in conformity with the statute ; they simply refer to

them as posts, with no reference to the manner in which

they are placed on the ground.

We have not at hand the case of Short vs. Johfison,
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cited by counsel in their brief on this point, but in the

case of Walker vs. Pennington, 71 Pac, 156, relied upon

as authority for the position taken by Judge Brown in

Short vs. Johnson, a substantial compliance with the

Montana statute in this respect was shown.

The provisions of the Montana statute are identical

with the Nevada statute in this respect (i. e., the dimen-

sions of the posts required when posts are used), and the

provisions as to what the declaratory statement shall

contain in relation to the corners is also identical with

the Nevada statute. In that case, the corners were de-

scribed as *^a stake over four inches square set at least

*^one foot in the ground and surrounded with a mound

*^of earth and stone four feet in diameter and two feet

^'high, marked ^Cor. No. 1 N. W. corner Dictator Lode

^^ ^located November 8th, 1899, Wm. Walker and Lane

^^ * Walker, locators.' '^ The description was deficient

only in respect to the length of the posts.

The Court there saying:

*'If it be conceded that the description of the cor-

ners in the declaratory statement might have been

more exact by giving the length of the corner posts,

it cannot be said that the omission to do so renders it

absolutely void or that no description is given because

of such omission. '

'

And holding further that the provisions of the statute

requiring the filing of the declaratory statement includ-

ing tlie provisions thereof were mandatory, and a sub-

stantial compliance therewith was necessary.

Should it be conceded that the location certificate is
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only prima facie evidence of the facts therein stated, ap-

pellants could have shown by parole that they did sub-

stantially comply with this statute. But this they failed

to do. On the contrary, Carr testified that he built his

monuments out of rock, sand and sagebrush (94), and

built them four feet wide at the bottom and three feet

high (95) with a scantling in the top projecting seven or

eight inches, and all that he put on these pieces of scant-

ling to mark them was northeast comer, soiTtheast cor-

ner, etc. (99.) And Porter when he testified that the claim

was surveyed by himself and Vaughan, in May, 1902 (he

carrying the stakes), stated that they put them right in

the same places with the old Dave Lewis Hope stakes

(197-210), and no attempt was made to describe them or

to show that they conformed to the statute.

Further, the amended certificates are absolutely lack-

ing in the statutory reference to a natural object or per-

manent monument. We cannot agree with counsel that

the vague reference to an apex of a hill or to a post or

monument on such apex of hill meets the requirement of

a reference to a natural object or permanent monument

as **will identify the claim. *' The hill so far as such ref-

erence thereto goes might be one of a dozen hills in that

locality. There is no designation of it by which it could

be found if it were desired by a stranger to locate the

boundaries of the Dave Lewis Hope or Mizpah Intersec-

tion or to distinguish it from any other hill in the local-
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ity. While the first notice of Lewis and Carr places the

Dave Lewis Hope on another mountain than the one

urged at the trial, ^4n the hill or mountain east of the

* * * Tonopah mines.'' (pp. 502-3.)

The same objection must be made to the post or monu-

ment situated so vaguely and indefinitely on the apex

of a hill as the greater must include the lesser. We might

use the same argument in reference to the discovery

shaft or its equivalent, but that is objectionable for more

cogent reasons. We have shown in our opening brief

(pages 18-19), that the discovery shaft as appears on the

face of these certificates is situated at two different

places on the alleged claim of appellants, three hundred

feet apart.

It is well settled from the earliest decisions that, if by

the reference to any natural object or permanent monu-

ment the claim recorded can be identified with reasonable

certainty, the record will be sufficient; otherwise not.

AT
North Moonday Mining Co. vs. Orient Mining Co.,

1 Fed., 534.

We submit that not alone do these certificates fail to

show by the required reference that the claim can be

identified thereby with *^ reasonable certainty,'' but a to-

tal absence of the proper reference.

Counsel make the point that if the record of their loca-

tion notice is prima facie evidence only of the truth of the

statements therein contained, that they were deprived of

the right to show that such statements were not true, in

that the Court denied them this view of the case.
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There is surely nothing in this point. We introduced

in evidence these amended certificates certified from the

record. If counsel did not see fit to disprove or rebut

the evidence contained therein, it is not for them now to

complain of the Court for their own negligence in not

meeting defendant's theory of the case.

But even if this question were debatable, we cannot

see what more plaintiffs could have done than they did do

in their ineffectual efforts to locate a definite claim. Their

rights were not prejudiced in any material sense, for

they attempted and were allowed the opportunity to

prove every step in the location of their claim which the

certificate of location is presumed to cover, and failed.

And in this connection, we submit further that the

appellants forfeited all rights to their location (assum-

ing that they showed one) by their failure to show that

they had fulfilled the requirements of Section 209 of the

Nevada statute as amended in 1901, not alone by their

neglect to do the necessary preliminary work within the

statutory period of ninety days, but the *^cuf they did

make fell below the requirements of the statute relative

to tlie dimensions thereof, and their location, if any, never

was completed at the time of the trial of this action.

Section 209 provides tliat the cut or cross cut or tunnel

must cut the lode at a depth of ten feet or if an open cut

is made along the lode or ledge, it must be equivalent in

size to a shaft four feet by six feet by ten feet deep.
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Porter testified directly that the cut made in Fehniary

and enlarged by him in May, was only ^ ^ seven feet or so '
*

deep. (158-159-160.)

The provisions of the statute in this respect are man-

datory and have been directly construed as such by the

Supreme Court of the State of Nevada, in the case of

Sissons vs. Sommers, 24 Nov., 379, where location work

failing to exactly meet the statutory dimensions as to

depth, as in this instance, was held to work a forfeiture

of the claim.

See. also,

Zerres vs. Vanina, 134 Fed., 610.

Northmore vs. Simmons, 97 Fed., 386. (C. C. A.)

in which latter case a mining regulation providing that

certain preliminary work shall be done within ninety

daj^s, otherwise the claim should be subject to relocation,

was held a valid regulation and the claim forfeited by

reason of the failure to do the work within said period.

Appellants upon the argument on appeal, have at-

tempted to show impliedly, if not in terms, a relocation

of the alleged Dave Lewis Hope claim in order to evade

the deductions necessarily to be drawn from the facts

of this record.

But Section 214 of Cutting's Compiled Statutes of Ne-

vada for 1900, requires that a relocation shall be made

either by sinking a new discovery shaft and fixing new

boundaries in the same manner as if it were the location

of a new claim, or sinking the original discovery shaft ten
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feet deeper and erecting a new or adopting the old bound-

aries. And in either case a new location stake shall he

erected.

In no respect have appellants complied with either of

these conditions.

Porter testified that he enlarged the cut made in Feb-

ruary from a width of four and a half feet to a width of

from fourteen to sixteen feet, and sunk the shaft five feet

by eight in the clear. The depth being seven feet or so.

(158-159-160.)

There is not a word of testimony as to the erection

of a new location stake. Appellants evidently desired to

^' carry water on both shoulders/' for Porter testified

that he never saw the location monument of the Dave

Lewis Hope, which as we have heretofore shown to the

Court was proven to have been in existence with llie

location notice therein as late as October, 1903, yet he

also swore that he put nine monuments in the places of

eight, all that he claimed to have seen (197-210), without

testifying as to the location of a new discovery monu-

ment.

We submit that appellants signally failed to show any

such re-location as the statute contemplates.

Counsel claim that the record is absolutely silent as to

the point where our location notice was posted. In view

of the difficulties presented on the trial 'of this case, we

think we showed as clearly as possible under the circum-
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stances, not alone the point at which such location notice

was posted, but a substantial compliance with all of the

other requirements of the statute both National and

State. It appears directly from the evidence of Ish

(215), that *^he wrote out his location notice, put it in a

'

' can and placed it in a stone monument about three and
*

' a half feet high, probably two feet and a half or three

**feet wide at the base, possibly it might be four.'' It was

a stone monument placed on the vein of his discovery.

(215.)

The witness then testified to the doing of the prelimi-

nary work by Mr. Ray. (216, 252.)

*^Q. Now where was the discovery monument or

where did you put this monument in which you placed

this notice with reference to this work ?

**A. Well, it was some place about fifteen feet

away. The work was about fifteen or twenty feet to

the westward of where the monument was.*' (217.)

Again, on page 273, using the photograph introduced

bj appellant, Ish pointed out to the Court thereon the

Ivanpah location work shaft. (The discovery monument

being previously testified to as being fifteen or twenty

feet to the westward.)

*^THE COUET—About how many feet west of the

North Star shaft?

'*A. Oh, I should say about 400 feet west of the

North Star, maybe a little bit more, and the location

of the Dave Lewis Hope monument is up there. (In-

dicating.)

**THE COURT—That would be about how far and
in what direction from the North Star?
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(i A. That would be north and east, quite a varia-

tion from north over to northeast, and it would prob-

ably be 450 to 600 feet, some place there. I don't

know just how far.

^^THE COURT—In the neighborhood of 500 feet!

^ * A. Yes, it lays over the hill, probably more than

five hundred feet measured up that way."

An examination of the testimony of Mr. Ish will show

that the boundaries of the Ivanpah were marked at the

beginning with monuments at each corner and one at

each side line center in substantial if not literal com-

pliance with the statute. (217-18-19.) And before the

amended location certificates were filed, a survey was

made and the patent monuments were put up by Mr.

Booker, the U. S. Surveyor, whose testimony is uncon-

tradicted. (493.) Furthermore, these monuments were

an exact compliance with the provisions of Section 210

as amended in 1901, as will be seen by an examination of

the certificates themselves in the record. (467-538.)

These monuments were plainly marked so as to iden-

tify them. (220, 467, 538.) The preliminary work was

shown to have been done by Mr. Ray in conformity to the

Nevada statute, '^consisting of a cut four feet wide run

** into the hill and cutting the vein at a depth of ten

* * feet, fully eleven or twelve feet from the top of the cut

**as it extended down to the bottom of the cut, the cut

*' being something of an adit." (216-252.) This work

was done within the period of ninety days, to wit : some

time between the first and the fifteenth of December, 1901.

(252.)
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Counsel devote much space in an attempt to prove that

we have failed to comply with the requirements of the

Nevada statute relative to the recording of a proper loca-

tion certificate, and should we be willing to concede all

that they claim as to tlie necessity for compliance with all

of the acts mentioned in the statute as being requisite to

complete the location of the claim, yet we submit that in

the absence of valid intervening rights, a failure to re-

cord the location certificate within the statutory time does

not work a forfeiture of the claim where there is no for-

feiture penalty affixed to the statute.

Jupiter Mining Co. vs. Bodie M. Co., 11 Fed., 666.

Bell vs. Bed Rock T. & M. Co., 36 Cal., 214.

Emerson vs. McWhirter, 65 Pac, 1036, 133 Cal.,

510.

Last Chance M. Co. vs. Bunker Hill & S. M. Co.,

131 Fed., 586.

Zerres vs. Vanina, 134 Fed., 610.

*^A11 the authorities both National and State agree

that unless the locator substantially complies with the

law in regard to the labor to be expended on the claim

in the manner and form required by the statutes, his

rights may become forfeited. This provision is man-
datory and must he complied with.

ij

Zerres vs. Vanina, 134 Fed., 617.

Sissons vs. Sommers, 24 Nevada, 379, 55 Pac, 829.

Northmore vs. Simmons, 97 Fed., 386.

But a statute requiring the certificate of location to be
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recorded while mandatory as to compliance, is simply

directory as to time ^'provided all things had been done

^*as the act required before any other or better right to

**the same ground had been perfected."

Faxon vs. Bernard, 4 Fed., 702.

Preston vs. Hunter, 67 Fed., 996.

'^Certificates of location are not conclusive proof

of the facts which they recite against those asserting

rights adverse to their makers. They are competent
evidence of the fact that they were made and filed and
hence of an important link in the chain of title, but

when the existence of the facts which they recite is

challenged they are but the ex parte statements of

interested parties and there is nothing in them or

their relation to the property or the parties to bind

those claiming adversely to their makers or to estop

them from estahlishing the truth hy the customary
oral and written evidence/'

Uinta Tunnel M, & T. Co. vs. Creede & C. C. M.

Co., 119 Fed., 169.

Creede & C. C. M. & M. Co., vs. Uinta T. M. & T.

Co., 25 Sup. Ct. Eep., 267.

Lindley on Mines, Sec. 393.

The very statute upon which appellants place such re-

liance has been construed fully and with great clearness

by Judge Hawley in the case of Zerres vs. Vanina, supra.

The Court there says, referring to Section 210 of Cut-

tinges Compiled Laws of Nevada:

''It gives to the locator ninety days to record his
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certificate of location after posting his notice of lo-

cation; tells him what it shall contain and declares

that if it does not contain what is required, the ^rec-

ord* shall be void. It does not say that if the record

is not made his rights to the claim shall be forfeited.

It is important for him to make the record to record

his certificate of location within the time required,

and see to it that it contains all of the six requirements

stated in Section 210. Why? Because as therein stat-

ed, * any such record or a copy thereof * * * shall

be prima facie evidence of the facts therein stated.'

But if he fails to record his claim, it ivas not intended

that he should he deprived of all his rights to the min-

ing claim provided he had substantially complied with

all the other requirements of the mining laws. The
record of the location is the inception of what may be

called the paper title. It does not, of itself, constitute

title, nor the possessory right to the mining ground
to which it relates. * * *'»

The learned Judge then further elucidating his con-

struction of the statute, goes on to say

:

'* Suppose the certificate of location had been filed

within the time specified in the statute, but in reality

that the statements made therein were false. Such a

record would not make the possessory title good. The
subsequent locator, notwithstanding the fact that a

perfect record had been made, would not be estopped

from showing that it was false. If no record at all is

made until after a subsequent locator claims a right

to the ground, should not the original locator be al-

lowed to prove, if he can, that he had in all other re-

spects, fully complied with all the requirements of the

law? If he fails to properly record his certificate of

location, he may be deprived of the benefit given by
the law, which would enable him the more easily to

prove and make out a prima facie case. But it was
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not the intention of the laivmahers to deprive him of

otherwise proving that he had performed the essen-

tial acts necessary to give him the right of possession

to the ground/' (The italics are ours.)

We have quoted at considerable length from this de-

cision not alone for the sound law laid down therein, but

because it applies exactly to the position of defendants

in this case.

We do not believe tliat the case of Baker vs. Butte City

Water Co., 72 Pac. Rep., 617, affirmed by the Supreme

Court of the United States in Butte City Water Co. vs.

Baker, 196, U. S., 119, is applicable to the facts or the

law governing this case. As we stated in our former

brief, that case went up from Montana and the State

court below had excluded a notice of location, stating

that ^4t does not conform to the statute of the State of

''Montana, or with the construction of this Court in the

''case of Purdum vs. Ladden, 23 Mont., 387. * =* * We
"are satisfied therefore that the Court did not err in ex-

" eluding the location notice of the 'Kenyo' claim.'' (28

Mont., 226.) And that was all that was decided by the

Supreme Court of the United States in affirming the de-

cision of the lower court.

Furthermore an examination of the Montana statute

relative to the recording of location certificates will show
»

that it contains no provision whatever of the nature of

that contained in the Nevada statute. It is absolutely

silent as to the effect of a failure to record a proper

certificate, while the Nevada statute expressly states
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what the penalty for such a failure shall be. And the

expression of one thing is the exclusion of all others.

See Pol. Code 1895, Sec. 3612, as amended Act March

15, 1901, Stats. Montana.

Snyder on Mines, pages 1285-6.

The other cases cited to this point by counsel do not

appear to us to have much more bearing upon the facts

disclosed by the case at bar.

The decision in the case of Purdum vs. Laddin, 59 Pac,

153, 154, was based upon the same statute of Montana.

In Preston vs. Hunter, 67 Fed., 996, Judge Hawley

stated in terms that *Hhe mere failure to record the de-

** claratory statement within the statutory time does not

** render the location of the claim invalid where there

** are no intervening rights before the record is proper-

** ly made, if there has been a full compliance with the

** law in all other respects.*'

We surely have no quarrel with this law.

In Lockhart vs. Wills, 54 Pac, 336, 340, and Lockhart

vs. Johnson, 181 U. S., 516, affirming the former, the suit

was in ejectment of a mining claim and it was shown

therein that the statute of New Mexico relative to the

doing of the necessary acts requisite to the location of a

valid mining claim had never been complied with in any

particular save the posting of a notice on a pile of rocks.

As the Supreme Court of the United States said

:

'*No work was done, no monuments or posts set, no
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discovery shaft sunk, nor any tunnel, adit, or open

cut driven as provided by law.'^

The case of Wright vs. Lyons, 77 Pac, 81, is controlled

by the Oregon statute which holds that ^'any and all

* locations or attempted locations of quartz mining

** claims within this State subsequent to the thirty-first

*
' day of December, 1898, that shall not comply and be in

** accordance with the provisions of this Act shall be null

** and void/*

Session Laws Oregon, 1898, P. 16, Sec. 10.

The plaintiffs in that case failed either to mark their

boundaries or to cause to be attached to the copy of the

location notice to be recorded, the affidavit in proof of the

work required to be done.

In the case of Kendall vs. San Juan Mining Co., 144 U.

S., 654, the original claimants there had never located on

unoccupied mineral lands of the United States, and m^
adverse rights had intervened.

The case of Mining Co. vs. Tunnel Co., 196 U. S., 337

cited by counsel, we have referred to in an earlier part

of this brief as affirming the case of Uinta Tunnel M. S
T. Co. vs. Creede £ C. C. M. Co., 119 Fed., 267, where

the Circuit Court of Appeals uses the language quoted

by us relative to the location certificates being simply

prima facie evidence of the facts therein stated. x\nd this

too, under the Colorado statute which holds that ^'any
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''location certificate which shall not contain the statutory

'

' requirements shall be void. '

'

Mills Ann. Stats. Sec. 3151, Gen. Stats. Col. 1885,

p. 722.

Snyder on Mines, p. 1293.

Further, while if it be admitted that our original cer-

tificate of location did not recite the fact of compliance

with all the essential requirements of the statute, yet we

were not prevented from ''establishing the truth by the

customary oral and written evidence * * and we submit that

we did so establish the truth of our compliance with all

of the mining laws and showed our possessory right to

the land covered by the Ivanpah claim.

But in addition to this, whatever criticism may be

made of the defects in our original location notice, such

criticism is rendered nugatory in view of the fact that

after survey made and patent monuments placed (493),

we prepared and recorded in both the office of the Coun-

ty Recorder and of the District Mining Recorder an

amended notice of location in complete harmony with the

requirements of the statute, meeting them fully (467,

493, 538), before any valid rights had intervened therein.

And such amended certificate related back to the

original certificate of location in the absence of any such

valid intervening rights, of which this record we con-

tend, shows a complete absence. Such amended certifi-
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cate may be considered together with the original certifi-

cate even if the latter shall be deemed void.

Lindley on Mines, Sec. 338.

Duncan vs. Fulton, 61 Pac, 346.

Strepy vs. Clark, 5 Pac, 111.

Van Zandt vs. Argentine M. Co., 8 Fed., 725.

At the trial Judge Hawley indicated his desire to try

this case along broad lines and to hear all that could be

relevant or competent. Neither side could in fairness

ask for more, and we believe an examination of the rec-

ord will show that we tried to be fairly broad.

If in our briefs, we have at any place gone into narrow

lines or been critical in the construction of any of the

legal problems or papers in the record, it has been forced

upon us because of a desire to meet the extremely techni-

cal attack of appellants upon our first certificates of loca-

tion, and to show to the Court that if some of our papers

were defective, measured by the same legal rules all the

papers of our opponents were more so.

We object decidedly to the deliberate statement made

by counsel in their brief (p. 57), that we admitted that

the enlarged plat presented by appellants on the argu-

ment in the Circuit Court of Appeals (being a copy of

the plat attached to their opening brief) correctly pre-

sented the location of the North Star shaft and the dis-
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covery cut of the Dave Lewis Hope claim with reference

to the ''Lucky Jim^' and the '' Triangle. ^

^ No such ad-

mission was made by us at any time or in any argument.

On the contrary we objected to the introduction of the so-

called enlarged plat below, and our objection was sus-

tained, and the plat has that statement endorsed thereon

and signed by the Clerk of the Court below. At the argu-

ment in the Circuit Court of Appeals, our opponents pre-

sented this plat, and also illustrated their argument by a

colored diagram, which diagram was an enlarged copy of

the incorrect diagram attached to the opening brief for

appellants in this Court. No doubt appellants are as de-

sirous of having this incorrect plat and enlarged colored

diagram adopted by this Court, as they were to have it

introduced in the court below, but they do not correctly

state the facts relative thereto, and it is not in the record.

The plat shows another shaft thereon than those sunk by

the owners of the claims in suit, as is shown by the sur-

veyor's certificate thereon. And if used by this Court ad-

ditional explanatory testimony would have to be given.

But this Court is not concerned as to disputes between

counsel.

Simply to maintain our own standing, however,

we have had the shorthand notes of the re-

porter taken on the argument in this Court

transcribed into typewriting, and file them with

this brief. If the Court should desire to be inform-

ed on this point, we beg to call its attention to pages 34

and 40 of said notes. This tranjscript of the shorthand
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reporter will prove we have been unjustly and wrongful-

ly criticized in said brief. The fact still remains that the

plat admitted in evidence on the trial was the plat attach-

ed to the adverse and an exact copy of which is attached

to our opening brief. On the trial we asked counsel for

appellant if the plat was a correct plat of their claim and

it was stated by counsel that it was, as near as they could

plat it. (268.) So far as the record shows no survey is

claimed to have been made since its then use, and con-

ditions were identically the same on the argument as on

the trial. We therefore reiterate that the evidence of

this plat and the patents of the ''Lucky Jim'' and ''Tri-

angle" introduced in evidence remains uncontradicted

and the same show the discovery shaft or its equivalent

of the Dave Lewis Hope to be on patented ground and the

location if any there was, would therefore be void.

Again we must take exception to tlie statement of coun-

sel that it was conceded throughout the trial that the

North Star shaft was on the Ivanpah claim or that the

cut of the alleged Dave Lewis Hope was on said claim a

short distance north of the North Star shaft. Carr testi-

fied that he made this cut in August, 1901, which testi-

mony was attempted io be corroborated by Caper and

Porter, but which testimony we showed conclusively to

be false. (49.) Carr further testified that this work was

done right alongside of his location monument. In view

of the fact that the location momiment we claim was
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proven to have been erected upon the top, summit or

apex of Mt. Oddie, while he testified that he did the

location work right right alongside of his monument

(107) ; in view of the further fact that Porter swore

that he never saw any location monument, yet at-

tempted to prove a discovery monument further up the

ridge several hundred feet distant from where Carr

had located it (and if Porter is to be believed, the discov-

ery work that he testified to seeing in November, 1901,

as being the location work done by Carr, then the dis-

covery shaft must have been up there in order to recon-

cile this testimony), we think we may be exonerated from

the accusation of ** relying upon a technicality'^ or *^mak-

*^ing a misstatement of a fact or a misunderstanding of

*Hhe evidence,'' when on top of all this testimony, counsel

further introduced a plat showing their discovery shaft

or its equivalent to be sunk at an entirely different point,

and on patented ground.

In conclusion we assert that in view of the fact that one

of the appellants, and their chief witness, was impeached

by the testimony of eight or nine well known Nevada

citizens of standing; in view of the further fact that the

testimony of this impeached witness as to the doing of

preliminary discovery work was attempted to be cor-

roborated by Caper, who further vaguely testified that

he didn't know where he went with Mr. Carr on the

ground with reference to the North Star shaft; in view

of the fact that Porter who is the chief appellant, testified

that he saw this preliminary work in November, 1901,
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nesses that no work was done anywhere on behalf of ap-

pellants until February, 1902, which testimony, in the lan-

guage of Judge Hawley, was '^ clear, positive, direct and

convincing in its character'' (49), thereby practically

impeaching Porter, it hardly lies in the mouth of coun-

sel to comment upon the fact that Ish, Salsberry, Ray,

Davis, Harris, Curtis, Oddie, Golden, Hudgens and Ram-

say were ^'most of them stockholders and heavily inter-

ested in the defendant corporation,'' when it nowhere ap-

peal's in the record that either Curtis, Oddie, Davis, Ray,

Harris, or Hudgens were stockholders or had any finan-

cial interest in said corporation.

In view of these facts and of the original attempt at

the outset of the trial to locate the discovery monument

of the Dave Lewis Hope at one point on the claim along-

side a ^^cut,'' the futile effort of Porter to locate this mon-

ument at another point somewhere on the ridge; the

amended location notices curiously in harmony with these

inconsistencies placing the discovery shaft at two differ-

ent j)laces on the claim three hundred feet apart ; the as-

serted original notice further making the initial point the

discovery monument, and the copies certified from the rec-

ords making it the discovery shaft; the plat of the alleged

claim introduced by appellants showing the discovery

shaft at a different point altogether and on patented

ground ; the efforts of counsel in their briefs on appeal to

ignore the testimony of Carr and Caper and a portion

of the testimony of Porter, all go to show what is plainly
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apparent, an attempt to float the lines of the Dave Lewis

Hope down on the Ivanpah by any means possible.

Finally, we submit in the language of Judge

Hawley, the testimony in this ease was *^more or

less conflicting upon all of the facts of the case'' (41),

and such being the condition, his findings and judgment

therein should not be disturbed.

This Court held in the case of Last Chance Mining

Co, vs. Bunker Hill & S. Mining and Concentrating Co.,

131 Federal, 579, 587, that:

'* Findings made by a Master in pursuance of an
order to take proofs and report the facts and conclu-

sions of law to the Court that depend upon conflicting

testimony or upon the credibility of witnesses, espe-

cially where, as in this case, they are approved by
the trial Court, will not be disturbed. '

'

How much more strongly should this rule apply where

as in this case, all of the witnesses appeared before the

trial Judge, enlarging his opportunity of judging of their

veracity and arriving at a conclusion as to their oppor-

tunities for knowing the facts about which they testified

and where, too, several of the witnesses were practically

impeached?

**Where the witnesses appear and testify in a court

of equity, and there is a substantial conflict in the evi-

dence, the appellate court will not disturb the findings

and judgment of the trial court.''

Morrow vs. Matthew, 79 Pac, 196, 200.
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Stuart vs. Mauser, 72 Pac, 719.

Voe vs. Vallejo, 29 Cal., 391.

We respectfully ask that the judgment of the lower

court be affirmed.

KEY PITTMANN,
K. M. JACKSON,
CAMPBELL, METSON & CAMPBELL,

Attorneys for Appellee.




